
W I N N I N G  T I P S

5 Actionable 
Lessons From the 
World’s Top DPOs 



As part of our top DPO project we had the honor to learn from ten of the most influential privacy 

professionals globally and see how they address the biggest privacy challenges of today.



We've collected the best tips and tactics on privacy management. If you work in the tech world 

and care about data privacy, you don’t want to miss out on these lessons:

AS TOLD BY PRIVACY PROFESSIONALS FROM:

Five ways to improve your 
users’ privacy experience
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The powerful benefits of a global standard

Lesson #1

The most common attribute of the best DPOs is that they give users worldwide easy 

access to their data privacy policies, and have a global policy that applies to all users 

globally in the same way (no matter where they live).



According to , Microsoft was “the first 

company to expand the core rights of the EU’s GDPR to all of our clients around the 

world” — and it seems that many companies followed.



Also iRobot shares this policy. Its  that “any customer, regardless of where 

they are in the world, can log into the app or website and request account deletion.”



The reasoning behind this is fairly simple: As  and DPO put it, we live in 

a global world, and it’s too late to stop digitization; everyone should be treated equally. 

In today’s reality, companies have to expect more and more countries to add privacy 

regulations, and also consumers to be demanding of certain rights no matter their 

location. The solution to all this is to embrace a unified, global standard.



Microsoft's CVP of Worldwide Public Sector

 DPO told us

Amdocs’ Klarna’s 

The two biggest benefits of creating a global privacy standard for your users are: 

 Saving time: No need to check “Where is this user from?” every time you deal with 

data. Say goodbye to having a fragmented process for different requests, and have 

your bases covered for all

 Increasing brand trust: As consumers become more aware of their privacy rights, 

they will appreciate and respect companies that provide them regardless of location.

https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-microsofts-cvp-of-worldwide-public-sector-julia-glidden
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-irobots-dpo-bethany-singer-baefsky
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-amdocs-dpo-dr-avishay-klein
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-klarnas-dpo-filip-johnssen
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Innovative ways to handle privacy requests



Lesson #2

How can privacy profesisonals reduce their workload when it comes to handling privacy requests (such as 

deletion, copy, access, and more)?



 Proper identification: Specifically for DSARs,  told us that “the right to access might be a sweet 

target for malicious parties to easily get their hands on personal data [...] therefore users’ identification is 

critical to ensure data will be transferred to the right hands.”

 Use a 3rd party solution: emphasizes the importance of a 3rd party solution to manage 

privacy requests: “I’ve managed data subject requests manually, using only email and spreadsheets, and the 

difference is huge. Having a third-party solution also centralizes all of that information into a single place so 

that you can demonstrate your compliance should the need arise.

 Reduce the manual requirements for submitting privacy requests: As  told us, it’s important to 

streamline the process both for the company and for the users. This could include having a dedicated 

structured form for submitting requests, and automated workflows to handle them on the company side

 Ask for feedback: According to , it’s important to listen to your customers when it comes to 

their privacy experience (especially when submitting DSRs or DSARs): “We listen to all feedback from 

customers, read all guidelines and decisions from authorities, and constantly update the processes to 

become better and better. We also ask our customers about feedback more actively, instead of passively 

waiting for incoming complaints. I think that is something more companies should do.

 Create the right processes:  “The key,” told us, “is to have great processes and to ensure the 

relevant people follow them. This means providing training, writing the process down, and monitoring 

whether your process works overtime.”

Essentially, the top DPOs address this redunant task with an innovative approach

Wix’s DPO

Udemy’s DPO 

ASOS’ DPO

Klarna’s DPO

Logitech’s DPO 

*A third party solution many companies use for privacy management, Mine PrivacyOps (ranked #1 on ).G2

Review Process Reply Close

Delete user data

Intercom

Hubspot

Mailchimp

Delete from 3 sources

All done
0 records

Deletion started
1 records

Deletion started
27 records

Details

https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-wixs-dpo-lior-saar
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-udemys-dpo-edward-hu
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-asos-dpo-james-de-cort
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-klarnas-dpo-filip-johnssen
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-logitechs-global-head-of-privacy-emerald-de-leeuw
https://www.g2.com/products/mine-privacyops/reviews


 Privacy professionals in tech companies should keep״

this in mind: Do it because it's the right thing to do. 

You do not have to be a privacy expert to know that if 

it doesn't feel or sound right, it probably isn't right.״


-Logitech Global Head of Privacy

“Laws represent the voice of the people. For me, this means looking at 

data protection not as a box-ticking exercise but as what is the right 

thing to do based on the values and ideas behind a legal requirement.”


-Klarna’s DPO

“As we work toward a digitally-enabled future, we have more 

data privacy tools than ever before, including, for example, 

decentralized identity. Our role in the tech industry is to 

support the development and adoption of these tools while 

advocating for stronger privacy protections in policy-making.”


-Microsoft’s CVP of Public Policy

“Privacy is a basic human right that sometimes might be 

challenged when it comes to developing digital products.”


-Wix’s DPO

Insightful perspectives
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It’s all about transparency & choice



Lesson #3

If you're looking to build trust with your users, one of the best things you can do is give them control over 

their data privacy. Transparency is also key in reassuring users that you're keeping their information safe.



According to , “We were truly surprised that after implementing our consent banner on Wix, 

we witnessed an increase in our conversion rates in certain geos. We augmented our users’ trust and 

received improved conversion in return, it’s so simple as that.”



 told us, “I’m really proud of our Privacy Notice, which forms the agreement between us and 

our customers on all the data we collect and what we do with it. We’ve taken steps to continually improve 

and help our customers understand their choices and the benefits of sharing their data with us. We’ve 

also embedded privacy information in the customer journey, making it clear and simple whenever we are 

collecting data, building trust with our customers. We’ve made it clear what the benefit is if they choose 

to share their body shape or size information or how we provide specific recommendations on the latest 

fashion choices.”



 also took steps towards transparency: “A new Data Localisation Suite, GDPR FAQs, and 

a new Cloudflare Trust Hub were just a few of the deliverables that came from our team’s work.”



Take  approach for this manner, as an example: “I focus a lot on my customers and consider 

my output as products for these customers. I ask myself how I can best serve my customers and provide 

them with the best product. By doing this, I set myself free from being too ‘lawyerish’.”



 tactic, with an easy to understand privacy policy, is also interesting: “Our primary goal is to make 

sure our users understand what and for which purposes Wix uses its users’ data. Most importantly, in 

plain English (that is why we have our #ItsThatEasy part in our Privacy Policy).”

A. More control may increase conversion rates


Wix’s DPO

B. Transparency builds trust


ASOS’ DPO

Cloudflare’s DPO

C. The benefit of simplifying your privacy language


Klarna’s DPO

Wix’s

https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-wixs-dpo-lior-saar
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-asos-dpo-james-de-cort
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/top-dpos-of-the-tech-world-emily-hancock
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-klarnas-dpo-filip-johnssen
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-wixs-dpo-lior-saar
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D. Features that empower users


Grindr’s DPO

E. Always opt-in


 iRobot’s DPO

Grindr is an example of of a company that develops features to empower users: “In addition to existing 

in-app controls like screenshot blocking,”  told us, “allowing users to hide their distance 

and profiles from searches, and in-app blocking and reporting functions, we’ve developed a Holistic 

Security Guide that educates our users on safety both on and off the app. And our program ‘Grindr for 

Equality’ collaborates with local LGBTQ+ advocacy groups around the world, using the app’s global 

reach to deploy health and safety information, including to LGBTQ+ people facing particular hardships.”



Inspired by  approach, we recommend building product features that require data 

processing (for example, smart home integrations) as fully opt-in.


Pro tip! You can offer more transparency and choice to your users by creating a Privacy Center that 

enables them to  easily submit requests for data access or erasure with a structured form (instead of 

requiring them to send an email to your privacy team).

Submit request


What type of privacy request would you like to submit?*

Email address*

First name*

Country*

Last name*

Enter you email address

Enter first name

Choose your country

Enter last name

You have the tools to control your privacy
At mycompany, we are committed to respecting the personal data you 

generate while using our platform. As part of that commitment, we give you 
control over your personal data. You can access your data, delete it, and 

manage how it gets used.

Get a copy of my data
Delete my data

Deletion request Copy request

Delete my data

Deletion request

Get a copy of my data

Copy request

https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-grindr-chief-privacy-officer-ron-de-jesus
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-irobots-dpo-bethany-singer-baefsky
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Recruiting other teams to “think privacy”

Lesson #4

When it comes to managing privacy aspects in a company, cross-department collaboration is essential. No 

one department can do it all on its own – it takes a team effort. That’s why it’s so important to recruit 

other teams to “Think Privacy”. By getting everyone on board, you can make sure that all bases are 

covered and that no stone is left unturned.



 “We’re working cross-functionally with our legal, policy, security, sales, marketing, product, and 

engineering teams.” - 

 “The people at Udemy understand that respecting privacy as a right is an indispensable part of 

achieving that mission.” - 

 “Compliance with data privacy is all about defining and implementing correct processes to allow 

relevant stakeholders to ‘think privacy’ and mitigate risks in all relevant streams (vendor management, 

IT controls, data transfers, and more).” - 

“Everyone is a human first. Privacy is about us all and the key is to ensure everyone understands this. Our 

data is in the hands of companies everywhere, we all want those companies to treat us fairly and to 

comply with the law in respect of the data we trust them with. Once everyone understands that the data 

they work with belongs to real people, just like us, who trust us, it is easier to make the connection, and it 

is not about "checking a box." It is now about doing the right thing, which is much easier and less boring 

than a compliance task.”



To follow the steps of giants, we recommend managing all of your privacy tasks in a unified platform. And 

with “unified,” we mean making sure that anyone who is important as part of the process that should be 

able to access it can so you have one organized hub. You may restrict access for some team members, but 

it’s important to have a singular point of interaction. 

Almost all DPOs we’ve talked with declared the importance of working with other teams

Cloudflare’s DP

Udemy’s DP

Amdocs’ DPO



On raising awareness among employees, Logitech’s DPO told us:


Collaborate on the same privacy software


Bonus tip! 


How to get other teams to “think privacy”? 


 gave us his two cents: “It’s about educating stakeholders to ask the correct 
questions with respect to the relevant activity. For example, do I need to collect or share all 
this personal data in order to complete the task at hand? Did I check if I am allowed to use 
such data for the relevant purpose? Did I check with IT and Security that data is being 
secured and managed adequately? And so on. By asking the correct and intuitive questions, 
“thinking privacy” becomes easy.”

Amdocs’ DPO

https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/top-dpos-of-the-tech-world-emily-hancock
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-udemys-dpo-edward-hu
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-amdocs-dpo-dr-avishay-klein
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-amdocs-dpo-dr-avishay-klein
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Privacy by design & by default
Lesson #5

Once you get all teams on board with your way of thinking (see previous lesson), start working on 

implementing privacy to the very initial steps of your company’s product development.



A good way of doing this is through implementing it at each stage in creating systems and products- so

that any data collected can stay out hands who shouldn’t have them!



When designing a system or product there are many steps that companies should take into account 

including having a policy on what type information gathering activities will occur during manufacture; 

coding personal details onto nonessential components where possible (withhold these if necessary); 

ensuring anonymity across platforms — meaning no unnecessary linking back between user sessions 

online.



Take  approach as inspiration for this lesson: “Part of doing the best product is saying that 

privacy principles should be incorporated into the product design from scratch. It should not be an 

afterthought or something to cross off the checklist. Part of our efforts in building the best products out 

there involves (among other things) gaining our users’ trust by dealing with their data in a respectable 

way. By the way, as you all know, this is exactly ‘Privacy by Design.’”



Another interesting perspective is the one of , that told us: “Data Protection is, by necessity, 

a company-wide effort, so relationship-building across the board is critical. That’s where the storytelling 

part comes in. Narratives answer the “why” behind the “what” and are essential in cultivating a culture 

of privacy-by-design and by default.”



As  puts it, “the advantage of using a principles-based framework to design a privacy 

program is that the core requirements will be the same for any individual”, regardless of the type of user 

they are. 



Wix’s DPO

iRobot’s DPO

The benefit of privacy-by-design



Udemy’s DPO

If, for example, your company would expand its 

offering to new audiences in the future, privacy-

by-design principles will assure that their 

privacy is secured, “built in”.

CCPA

GDPR

NIST

???

https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-wixs-dpo-lior-saar
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-irobots-dpo-bethany-singer-baefsky
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-udemys-dpo-edward-hu


Power your company’s privacy operations with 

no-code automations. Learn more here



2022 Mine Ⓡ All rights reserved

Conclusion

Follow us on Linkedin

As we’ve seen, data privacy is a complex and ever-changing field. 

But by following the advice of some of the world’s top Data 

Protection Officers, you can make significant improvements to your 

users’ data privacy experience. And that’s good for both your 

customers and your business. Our sincerest gratitude goes out to all 

of the privacy professionals we interviewed for this project.



Click on the logo to read our full interview with each:








To learn more about how you can improve your company’s data 

privacy operations with no-code automations, 

Our team would be happy to show you how our solutions can help 

you meet – and exceed – GDPR & CCPA compliance requirements. 

please get in touch. 

Talk with us today!




https://www.linkedin.com/company/saymine/
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-asos-dpo-james-de-cort
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-microsofts-cvp-of-worldwide-public-sector-julia-glidden
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-wixs-dpo-lior-saar
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-udemys-dpo-edward-hu
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-amdocs-dpo-dr-avishay-klein
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-klarnas-dpo-filip-johnssen
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-irobots-dpo-bethany-singer-baefsky
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-grindr-chief-privacy-officer-ron-de-jesus
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/interview-with-logitechs-global-head-of-privacy-emerald-de-leeuw
https://blog.saymine.com/blog-1/top-dpos-of-the-tech-world-emily-hancock
https://business.saymine.com/schedule
https://business.saymine.com/schedule
http://business.saymine.com/
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